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Abstract: We developed new measures of structural complexity using single point terrestrial laser
scanning (TLS) point clouds. These metrics are depth, openness, and isovist. Depth is a three-
dimensional, radial measure of the visible distance in all directions from plot center. Openness is the
percent of scan pulses in the near-omnidirectional view without a return. Isovists are a measurement
of the area visible from the scan location, a quantified measurement of the viewshed within the
forest canopy. 243 scans were acquired in 27 forested stands in the Pacific Northwest region of the
United States, in different ecoregions representing a broad gradient in structural complexity. All
stands were designated natural areas with little to no human perturbations. We created “structural
signatures” from depth and openness metrics that can be used to qualitatively visualize differences
in forest structures and quantitively distinguish the structural composition of a forest at differing
height strata. In most cases, the structural signatures of stands were effective at providing statistically
significant metrics differentiating forests from various ecoregions and growth patterns. Isovists
were less effective at differentiating between forested stands across multiple ecoregions, but they
still quantify the ecological important metric of occlusion. These new metrics appear to capture
the structural complexity of forests with a high level of precision and low observer bias and have
great potential for quantifying structural change to forest ecosystems, quantifying effects of forest
management activities, and describing habitat for organisms. Our measures of structure can be used
to ground truth data obtained from aerial lidar to develop models estimating forest structure.

Keywords: terrestrial lidar; TLS; forest structure; depth; openness; viewshed; Research Natural Areas;
forest vegetation

1. Introduction
1.1. Importance of Structure

The structural complexity of a forest (e.g., arrangement and amount of above-ground,
biophysical components) has profound influences on its ecological function and health [1–3].
Structural complexity influences everything from canopy closure and connectivity that
determines the amount of light infiltration to the forest floor, which influences the type and
amount of understory and midstory plant species. Biophysical components also heavily
influence the foraging and movement patterns of wildlife [4–7].

Quantifying structure is becoming increasingly important for resolving contemporary
forest management issues. In the Pacific Northwest (PNW) of the United States, efforts to
address some of these issues include developing late seral forest characteristics in young,
managed forests to promote habitat for threatened northern spotted owls (Strix occidentalis
caurina), landscape-level efforts to reduce fire fuel loads in dry forests after more than a
century of fire suppression, and developing programs to monitor the long-term effects
of climate change on natural and managed forests [8–11]. Each of these efforts requires,
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in part, the ability to quantify changes in the physical arrangement and amount of forest
structure over time.

Historical measures of structural complexity have included simple measures of struc-
tural elements (e.g., tree diameter, height, spacing, basal area, variance in diameter at breast
height (DBH)) and indices combining multiple measures (e.g., Shannon-Weiner Index, old
growth index, & diameter diversity index [DDI]) [12–15]. These measures have been used
successfully for a range of ecological applications, from single species habitat analysis at a
localized level, to broad landscape-level planning [16,17]. Given the importance of forest
structure, new methods are constantly being developed to quantify more nuanced and
subtle differences and changes as new technologies emerge [18–20]. While most historical
measures have relied on rudimentary hand tools, such as spherical densitometers or wedge
prisms that introduce observer bias [21,22], many of the new methods to quantify forest
structure leverage the more objective measurements derived from remote sensing platforms
such as lidar.

1.2. Lidar for Forest Structure

Lidar technology is increasingly being used for quantifying forest structure [23–25].
Lidar data can be acquired from a variety of platforms, depending on the accuracy, resolu-
tion, and spatial coverage needed. Airborne lidar can efficiently capture forest structure
across broad landscapes and has been used effectively to measure tree heights, leaf area
index, above ground biomass, and forest heterogeneity [25–28]. Aerial lidar is so ingrained
in current forest inventory assessments that it is a standard tool employed by many man-
agement organizations [29–31]. However, airborne lidar can miss much of the structural
complexity in understory and midstory layers, particularly in dense forests; hence, efforts
to quantify understory vegetation from ALS are limited in their characterizations [32–34].

Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), also referred to as terrestrial lidar, is used to collect
structural data from the ground and provides much more detailed information about the
lower and middle layers of a forest than airborne lidar, especially in structurally complex
forests where tree canopies can obscure aerial detection of understory and mid-story
vegetation layers. Inversely, the upper canopy can be occluded from TLS in these same
structurally complex and dense forests. The resolution of TLS is also much finer, with
several hundred to many thousands of point returns captured per square meter (compared
to a few dozen for airborne lidar). Although limited in area covered, TLS only requires a
single operator and can be collected at any time weather conditions are favorable. TLS is
increasingly being used to measure structural elements such as amount of woody biomass
and basal area [35–37]. TLS has also been used to assess fire fuel loads and help predict
fire behavior [38–40]. Further, TLS has been used to quantify forest structure for ecological
analyses, including measuring forest stratification, wildlife habitat and prey cover, and
structural density [41–44].

Typically, studies using TLS for forestry applications use multiple scans stitched
together to create a comprehensive three-dimensional model. TLS point clouds are highly
susceptible to occlusion as close objects block everything located behind them relative
to the scanner position. The effects of this occlusion on derived forest metrics varies
depending on what metrics are being obtained [45,46]. In relatively open forest stands,
collecting multiple scans and creating a larger composite is a simple task of matching
shared features between the scans (e.g., specific TLS targets or natural elements such as
rocks or tree branches). In forest stands that have dense understory, stitching together
multiple scans can be extremely difficult and time consuming due to the extreme amount
of occlusion at each sampling location. Because of these limitations with using stitched
together TLS scans, there is increasing interest in the use of single TLS scans to derive
forest structural metrics. While single point TLS scans have been shown to be able to
derive typical forest metrics such as DBH or stem maps [47–49], typically, multiple scans
are required to replicate typical forest structure measurements [50]. The key to using single
point TLS scans for forest structure characterization is likely to focus on deriving different
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types of metrics that still relate to forest structure beyond trying to replicate conventional
sampling techniques (e.g., basal area and mean diameter). Richardson et al. [51] proposed
the Three-dimensional Vegetation Density Index (3DI), which is a metric based on median
distance traveled of each pulse between defined scan angles from the scanner. This method
can quantify differences between stands with markedly different forest structure such as
an area of dense understory vegetation compared to a stand where heavy cattle grazing
removed much of the understory vegetation. However, there are some major limitations to
the 3DI, namely that it does not account for slope effects on lidar point distances and thus
can only be used effectively in relatively flat areas.

Studies that have used single TLS scans for novel ecological characterizations include
using voxelization and point height statistics to quantify burn severity [52,53], using relative
point location, geometry, and intensity to differentiate between tree stems and leaves [54],
and correlating point height statistics with species richness [55]. While there has been work
deriving forest metrics from single terrestrial lidar scans, only a small portion explicitly deal
with how far individual pulses travel [56] or requires multiple scans to assess view area [57].

1.3. Objectives

We propose three different sets of metrics derived from single point TLS scans; depth,
openness, and isovists. All three of these metrics are created in a manner that contours
to localized plot topography and can be derived at sites that are both level and on a
significant slope. Depth is a measurement of the distance traveled by each individual
laser pulse stratified by the angle of the pulse leaving the scanner and corrected for slope.
Openness accounts for pulses that did not return to the scanner (i.e., did not interact
with any vegetation within the range of the scanner). Isovists, quantify the area visible
approximately at 1.4 m above ground level with a 360◦ view from a center location. This
metric is expressed as a percentage of total area visible at differing distances from the
scanner. We generated our metrics from TLS scans collected in natural (no previous timber
harvesting or other major human disturbance) forests that varied in structural complexity
and composition to explore whether the expected variation in forest structure could be
distinguished using our proposed metrics.

We then outline potential applications of these new metrics and discuss the potential
advantages and disadvantages of using single TLS scans to quantify forest structure parameters.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Site Selection

We selected twenty-seven forested stands across six ecoregions (Coast Range, Klamath
Mountains, Willamette Valley, West Cascades, and East Cascades [58]) within a 300 km
radius of Corvallis, Oregon for study. We chose stands within Forest Service and Bureau of
Land Management, Research Natural Areas (RNAs) and Areas of Critical Environmental
Concern (ACECs) because they represent relatively pristine forests with minimal anthro-
pogenic influence and allowed us to explore a wide range of natural variation in forest
structure [59] (Figure 1).

We used DDI as the primary metric for selecting stands that collectively represented a
gradient in structural complexity across the study area. DDI is a measure based on counts
of trees in four different size classes, with 0 indicating the absence of trees (non-forest)
and 10 indicating maximum representation of 4 size classes [13]. DDI values were derived
using gradient nearest neighbor (GNN) raster maps developed from LandSat satellite
data [60]. Site selection was done remotely using ESRI GIS software [61] and relevant data
layers. DDI raster values were smoothed using focal statistics, generating mean values
within a 3 × 3 cell dimension neighborhood. We divided forested DDI values (i.e., values
from 1–10) into nine classes (Table 1) and delineated patches of forest (i.e., stands) large
enough to include 9 plots (3 × 3 grid, with 100 m spacing between grid points). From this
pool of potential stands, we randomly selected three stands for each DDI class that could
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accommodate our plot grid to determine plot coordinates. We reselected a few stands due
to access issues.
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Figure 1. Distribution of 27 natural areas in Oregon and Washington used to evaluate metrics of struc-
tural complexity derived from Terrestrial LIDAR scans collected between August and October, 2014.

Table 1. The ecoregion, name, and Landsat image gradient nearest neighbor diameter diversity index
(GNN DDI) for our 27 study stands.

Ecoregion Name GNN DDI

Coast Range

North Spit 1–2
New River 3–4

Mary’s Peak 8–9
Port Orford Cedar 8–9

East Cascades

Wechee Butte 1–2
Mokst Butte 2–3

Bluejay 3–4
Mill Creek 4–5

Smith Butte 5–6
Monte Cristo 7–8

Klamath Mountains

North Bank 2–3
Ashland 4–5

Crooks Creek 5–6
Hunter Creek Bog 7–8
Grayback Glades 8–9

French Flat 9–10
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Table 1. Cont.

Ecoregion Name GNN DDI

West Cascades

Goat Marsh 2–3
Sherwood Butte 3–4

Limpy Rock 4–5
Cultus River 6–7
Katsuk Butte 6–7
Three Creek 7–8

Carolyn’s Crown 9–10
Steamboat Mountain 9–10

Willamette Valley
Coburg Hills 1–2

Little Sink 5–6
Camas Swale 6–7

2.2. Scan Acquisition

One scan was taken at each plot location for a total of 243 scans across the 27 stands
(Figure 2). Scans were taken between 20 August and 9 October 2014, prior to leaf fall.
A Faro Focus 3D s120 terrestrial lidar scanner (Faro Technologies Inc., Laker Mary, FL,
USA) was used. Plot centers were located with a Garmin GPSmap handheld GPS unit
(Garmin Ltd., Olathe, KS, USA) with 5 m to 20 m accuracy depending on canopy closure
and weather conditions. TLS unit was set up at the plot center at approximately 1.4 m
above ground. Some variation in scanner height was due to topography. If the plot center
was too heavily occluded (e.g., within a dense shrub or directly next to a large tree) then
the closest location to plot center that offered a full 360◦ of the stand within 10 m of plot
center was used. This was to maximize area captured in the scan and to minimize occlusion
by trees and shrubs. The scanner reliably received returns for objects ≤60 m away within
a panoramic scan capturing a horizontal window from 0 to 360◦ and a vertical window
from −60 to 90◦. Vertical and horizontal scan lines were spaced every 0.035◦, resulting in a
10,266 horizontal × 4267 vertical resolution per scan. Each scan required approximately
10 min to complete once onsite.
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Figure 2. Nine single point scans (represented by the points) were collected in each forest stand
placed at 100 m spacing. This was to get adequate representation of each forest type while limiting
spatial autocorrelation between scans.

2.3. Scan Processing

Initial scan processing consisted of filtering artifacts and noise present in the scan data
using preset filters in Faro Scene version 5.3.3 [62]. Dark scan points were isolated using
an intensity (return signal strength) threshold of 200. Stray or isolated scan points were
removed using a grid size of 3 px, distance threshold of 0.02 m, and allocation threshold
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of 33.3%. Noise and edge effects are inherent in all lidar data due to edge effects and
back scattering [63].

Processed scans were exported into Leica PTX format, which preserved scanning
acquisition structure with fixed angular increments between scan pulses [64]. We used PTX
reader [65] to create two-dimensional intensity (Online Supplement: Supplement A) and
depth (range) raster images using first-return point values, where each column of pixels
represented an individual scan line and each pixel represented an angular location where
the laser pulse was fired. Each scan resulted in a 10,266 × 4267 pixel raster, matching the
scanline resolution settings of the scanner. Because the rasters are 2D representations of a
3D point cloud, there are distortions in the image. This is essentially a cylindrical projection
of the point cloud. As long as pixels within the image are only compared to other pixels in
the same relative horizontal position, the distortion will be equivalent and allow for valid
comparisons. In these planar projections, if a scan is taken on a steep slope, the ground will
take on a wave-like appearance with the uphill slope appearing taller in the image and the
downhill slope appearing lowering the image (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Conceptual illustration of the process used to identify vertical layers and remove the
ground from the raster images. The raster data had 10,266 columns and each column was divided
into 100 sections between the top of the image and where the column hit the ground. In this figure
there are 8 sections drawn in magenta to illustrate how each column was subdivided into 100 sections
contoured to the hill slope, accounting for trees extending below the hillslope horizon, and excluding
returns from the ground. The upper, middle, and lower sections of the scan are denoted to help with
conceptualizing structural signatures.

This process of using raster depth maps to account for slope has significant advan-
tages over traditional lidar normalization processes for single TLS scans. Traditional lidar
normalization uses detailed ground models to remove elevation from each points Z value
leaving only the height above ground for each point. Using a single scan, only the ground
relatively near the scanner is captured. Slope, density of vegetation and other factors can
rapidly occlude the ground beyond a few meters. Normalization is dependent on having
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a robust ground model which cannot be generated beyond the area directly adjacent to
the scanner. Digital terrain models (DTMs) from airborne lidar can be used to normalize
TLS scans but this relies on there being ALS data available for all locations and accurately
geolocated scans. For our methods we only used the data collected from the single scan
and were not reliant on additional data.

Further, normalizing changes the viewshed from the scan location. Branches that were
visible can become occluded if normalized, and gaps form where occluded areas before
normalizing are moved.

2.4. Depth and Openness Metric Calculation

The ground, small herbaceous vegetation, and small woody debris was visually iden-
tified and removed in each depth raster. This was accomplished by manually tracing the
intersection where the trees and larger vegetation met the ground in the image. Conceptu-
ally this is depicted in Figure 3. Bézier curves were used to fit the contours of the “wavey”
hillslope when appropriate. The line created through this process was a hillslope horizon
line that accounted for vegetation. The ground and small vegetation pixels were simply
deleted, and a null value added to the raster. The number of pixels above ground in each
vertical scan line in the depth raster was divided into 100 equally spaced vertical increments
using a custom MATLAB [66] script (Figure 3).

This discretization process minimized potential slope effects within and across plots.
It also ensured that the same relative location on the trees present at a plot were being
captured within the same vertical layer. The lowest of the 100 sections uniformly sampled
the base of the trees while the highest of the 100 sections uniformly sampled the upper
canopy. We averaged both depth and percent of “no returns” (openness) for each increment
across the entire 360◦ horizontal view. Structural signatures were comprised of the average
value across all 9 scan plots at each of the 100 angular increments, at each stand. One
standard deviation from the mean included as a shaded band that is an indicator of the
forest structural heterogeneity. Additionally, overall means were calculated for the upper,
middle, and lower forest layers for both the depth and openness plots as structural indices.

2.5. Isovists

Isovists (polygons that enclose the visible area from a single vantage point) were
generated for each plot. First, a polyline (4 pixels wide) was digitized on each intensity
raster at 1.4 m above the ground (Figure 4A). Height above ground was determined by
measuring a subset of trees (3–8, depending on slope) in the scan using FARO Scene. Bézier
curves were fitted connecting the 1.4 m marks on the trees and contoured to the hill slope.
The number of trees varied depending on the number of visible trees in the scan. For a tree
to be used, the base needed to be visible. A cross section of points that fell along this line
was extracted using PTX reader and subsequently flattened to the XY plane by ignoring Z
(elevation) values.

Points within each cross section were imported into ESRI GIS software [61]. A circular
buffer was drawn around each point to account for the inherent gaps between sample
points. Given that the scanner operated on fixed angular increments rather than fixed
sampling distances, we increased the buffer size for each point as range from scanner
increased, using the following equation:

D_Bi = R_i·tan∅ + ∈ (1)

where:
DB = the diameter of the buffer (m) at point i,
R = the 3D Euclidean range from the scanner at the sample point i,
∅ = the angular sampling incremental (0.035◦ for this study), and
∈ = a small tolerance value to provide overlap to avoid small data gaps (0.003 m for

this study).
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The points in each scan were clipped to a horizontal radius of 55 m using circular
buffers from each cross section (Figure 4B). Isovist polygons were created by extending
10,266 rays (at 0.035◦ increments to match scan line intervals) from the scanner location
on the cross section and creating a point where each ray intersected a point buffer. The
percentage of visible area was calculated at 5 m radius increments from the plot center
resulting in 11 values per scan. Percentage was used rather than the actual area value to
normalize the isovist metric across all radii.
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Figure 4. Illustration of the processes used to create isovist polygons at each plot: (A) Digitization of
a polyline on the panoramic pointcloud at 1.4 m above the ground; (B) Planar view of the extracted
cross section. This is followed by creating buffers around each point; (C) Generate visibility polygon
(isovist) to calculate percent occlusion and potentially identify tree locations and DBH.
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2.6. Comparisons
2.6.1. Depth and Openness Statistical Tests

Univariate linear regression was used to test for correlation (significant at 95% confi-
dence) between depth and openness (mean and variance between plots in each stand) to
ensure these variables were independent.

Principle componence analysis (PCA) [67] was used to visualize how well individual
plots in each ecoregion clustered, to determine which depth and openness angular incre-
ments most contributed to PC 1 and PC 2, and to visualize the relationships between depth,
openness, and GNN DDI vectors. Ordination was performed using all 243 plots with each
plot having all depth and openness values assigned to it, resulting in a 243 × 200 main
matrix and then simplified to only use the depth and openness angular increments that
most contributed to PC 1 and PC 2, and the GNN DDI values. Data was scaled to unit
variance before PCA was performed.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were used on depth and openness metrics at
every angular increment with plots grouped by stands to determine if our new metrics dif-
ferentiated between stands. For this step, 100 ANOVA tests were performed to test if there
was a significant difference at each of the 100 angular increment sections between stands.

ANOVA tests using Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD) [68] was performed
on plots using all 100 angular increment sections and grouping stands based on ecoregion
to determine if our new metrics differentiated between forest structure based on ecoregion.

2.6.2. Isovist Statistical Tests

ANOVA tests were conducted for each isovist radius grouping isovists by stand.
Stands were then aggregated into ecoregion groups to perform an ANOVA test with
Tukey’s HSD post hoc intergroup comparisons.

3. Results
3.1. Structural Signatures

Each of the 27 stands exhibited distinctly different structural signatures for both depth
and openness (Online Supplement: Supplement B). Some stands exhibited large amounts of
structural variation at all vertical levels (e.g., Limpy Rock; Figure 5) while others exhibited
relatively little variation (e.g., Hunter Creek Bog; Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Structural signatures (shaded area is one standard deviation above and below mean) and
representative photo of Limpy Rock RNA (above) and Hunter Creek Bog ACEC (below).

Some stands had increasing structural variation from the ground to the canopy (e.g.,
Little Sink; Figure 6). Other stands exhibited low variation in the lower and middle layers
but abrupt increases in variation in the upper layers (e.g., Mokst Butte; Figure 6). Stands
with dense understories tended to have low mean depth values (e.g., Hunter Creek Bog &
Mokst Butte). Depth signature values tended to increase going from the ground to upper
canopy. This increase was more rapid in stands with an open understory (e.g., Limpy Rock).
Stands comprised of a mix of open and closed canopies could exhibit markedly varying
depth signatures at the upper canopy layers (e.g., Mokst Butte). Stands with large canopy
gaps had openness signatures that could reach 100% (e.g., Hunter Creek Bog and Mokst
Butte). Stands with dense vegetation at all levels had a correspondingly low openness
signature (e.g., Little Sink).
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3.2. Depth and Openness Statistical Tests

No correlation was found between depth and openness (r2 < 0.01; p = 0.82) suggesting
the two metrics were independent.

3.2.1. Ordination

The top 5 variables that most contributed to PC 1 were the depth angular increments 55 to
59. This is just above the middle view from the scanner (Figure 3). The top 5 variables that most
contributed to PC 2 were the Openness angular increments 38 to 42. Our openness metric had a
negative relationship to the GNN DDI values when only usingthe angular increments that most
contributed to the PCA axis and adding the GNN DDI values (Figure 7).
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3.2.2. Depth and Openness ANOVA

There were significant differences in the depth values between stands at each of the
100 angular increments (all p values < 0.05 with the majority < 2.2× 10−16). There were also
significant differences in the openness values between stands at each of the 100 angular
increments (all p values < 0.05 with the majority < 2.2 × 10−16). With p values less than 0.05
for an ANOVA test, we accept the null hypothesis that at least one of the group means was
significantly different than the others.

When grouped by ecoregion, there was a significant difference between all parings of
the depth and openness metrics except for the depth metric between ecoregions of Klamath
mountains and the coast range, as well as Willamette valley and the westside of the cascade
mountains (Figure 8). Our stands in the eastside of the cascades were most dissimilar to
stands in both the Klamath and coast ecoregions. Similar trends were also seen with the
Openness metric.
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3.3. Isovist Statistical Tests

When grouped by stand, the isovist percentage of area visible was significantly dif-
ferent (p = 4.116 × 10−5). In general, the area visible decreased as the radius of the isovist
increased (Figures 9 and 10). This decrease was typically about 40%. The percentage visible
ranking changed for many stands as the isovist polygon radius increased. For example,
New River (NR) had the least area visible with a 5 m radius isovist but at 25 m and beyond,
Wechee butte had the least area visible. While the rate of decrease was different between
stands, the spread of percentage visible was about 30–35% for the 5 m distance all the
way through the 55 m distance. When grouped by ecoregion, most of the combinations of
ecoregions had no significant difference in averaged percentage visible. The only ecoregion
that did have a statistically significant difference was the coast range (Figure 11).
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4. Discussion
4.1. Depth and Openness

Our results suggest that depth and openness are two distinct measures of structural
complexity. Each of our 27 stands exhibited unique signatures and could be clearly distin-
guished from each other, suggesting that both depth and openness can capture the unique
variation in structural complexity found in natural forests and at relatively fine scales. The
structural signatures can be qualitatively assessed for stand openness and heterogeneity
while also providing quantitative values for statistical analysis.

One strength of these metrics is that specific height strata within a forest can be
extracted. For example, if only understory vegetation is of interest, then only the lowest
angular increment layers can be included in an analysis. Our suggestion of 100 angular
increments is a subjectively assigned value and fewer, or more increments can be used as is
warranted by the research question being addressed. It is important to consider that our
sampling was not a horizontal metric of canopy slices at different height strata, but rather
the angular view of different height strata from a ground perspective.

We have shown that the depth and openness metrics do return significantly different
values for stands at every angular increment, but more importantly, they also can be used
to differentiate forest structure when aggregated to ecoregion. The Tukey HSD results show
which regions have dramatically different vegetation structures and which ecoregions tend
to have structurally similar forests. Although not explicitly examined here, we would
expect a much higher degree of similarity among signatures in young forests managed for
timber production where within-stand structure tends to be relatively homogeneous (e.g.,
single tree species of a similar age cohort, uniform spacing between individual trees).

4.2. Isovists

The ability to quantify the structural differences between forest types and forest
of different ecoregions was less using the isovist approach compared to our depth and
openness metrics. However, this does not indicate that the isovists do not quantify an
important element of forest structure, as they are a direct measure of visual occlusion. As
such, their utility may be better suited to ecological questions where occlusion can be an
important component of habitat. Many wildlife species change behavior based on the area
visible at any given location or have active preferences for certain amounts of visibility for
hunting, denning, or relaxation [43,69,70]. For example, Canada lynx (Lynx canadensis), a
species of special conservation concern, appears to require high amounts of understory
cover (i.e., lower percentage of area visible) as part of quality habitat [71,72].

Our metrics are a direct measurement of understory vegetation structure and occlusion
that can be used as localized assessment of habitat quality. Beyond a localized assessment,
these metrics offer a high potential to be used as ground truth data for upscaling on the
ground measurements of understory vegetation structure to a region wide model using
airborne lidar. Such upscaling and modeling has already been done using cover boards to
quantify horizontal visibility levels [73], but we believe that TLS offers advantages over the
more subjective coverboard estimates in both time and effort required to obtain the data as
well as providing a more robust measurement of cover.

Calculating visual occlusion using TLS point clouds is not new. With robust multi-scan
TLS point clouds 3D viewshed analysis has been done for several wildlife studies [74,75]
using R packages such as viewshed3D [76]. The advantage of our method is the ability
to correct for slope without a ground model, but undoubtedly if full and comprehensive
multi-scan TLS point clouds are available then the generation of a 3D viewshed has obvious
benefits over our 2D option.

4.3. Potential Applications

We suggest our new metrics have a wide range of potential applications for both
management and research. For example, a primary goal for much of the timber harvesting
on federal lands in the Pacific Northwest is to move the structural trajectories of young,
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managed forests towards characteristics more typical of late-seral forest. TLS signatures
could be used to help define and describe the structural variation found in natural (un-
managed) forests, including diverse late-seral forests as evaluated in this study. In managed
forests, TLS signatures could help (1) assess pre-thinning structural condition; (2) assess
immediate post-harvest condition to determine if thinning met structural goals; (3) monitor
treated stands at regular intervals to follow the trajectory of structural development; and
(4) establish benchmark data from relevant natural stands for desired future condition.

Biomass estimates may also be possible with our proposed metrics. Biomass is an
important measurement as it relates to carbon storage, timber volume, and species habitat.
If the foliage density and viewshed at different angular increments can be related to on the
ground manual measurements of forest biomass, then such biomass measurements could
be done at further areas with a greatly reduced labor cost. Multi position TLS sans are
already widely used for biomass estimates [77–79] and biomass modeling from airborne
and space borne lidar has provided valuable estimates [80–82], but there is still an excellent
opportunity for future research deriving biomass estimates in highly occluded areas with a
single point TLS scan.

A subset of the full signature may also help assess change and characteristics at
different vertical strata within a forest. For example, upper canopy measures could be
used to evaluate effects of defoliating pathogens and insects. Lower sections could be used
to derive indices for understory shrub and sapling density or fire fuel loads. Similar to
biomass estimates, TLS has seen considerable research to quantify fire fuel loads, but the
vast majority of the work is dependent on multiple scans [38,39]. Both the point cloud data
and photographs generated with each TLS scan could also be used to determine actual
height layers of vegetation, and in some cases, plant species composition.

The point cloud data could be synthesized in other ways than we described here. For
example, we chose to divide the vertical scan lines into 100 sections to create signatures
because increasing the number of sections did not produce a visually discernible difference
in the level of detail. The number of sections could be increased if a higher resolution
signature was desired when more detail was necessary. There is also potential for fur-
ther development of structural measures using three-dimensional isovists for measuring
openness as distance increased in any direction.

4.4. Limitations

One important limitation of TLS is that the ability to detect objects diminishes with
increasing distance to objects (reliability of scan returns diminished substantially > 60 m
for this study). Multiple scans could be registered together to produce a more complete
three-dimensional model of each plot. Not only would this allow three-dimensional
modeling of individual trees, it would also allow calculation of structural signatures based
on height above ground (rather than angular increment). However, labor costs (field and
post-processing) to create these composite datasets would be markedly higher compared to
single-point scans, especially for forests with high levels of occlusion. Additionally, initial
filtering of the point clouds could have a substantial effect on our metrics. Structurally
complex objects such as trees are especially susceptible to noise due to edge effects and
backscattering. Overly aggressive point filtering can remove valid points and reduce point
cloud accuracy [83]. We suspect our methods are likely very susceptible to errors due to
noise and filtering and this is one avenue of future research. Lastly, while lidar technologies
are becoming more common and ubiquitous within the field of forest ecology, the units are
still expensive and the skillset to process data to final and meaningful ecological metrics
requires extensive training.

For our processing we relied on manual removal of ground points within the raster
depth maps and the creation of a hillslope horizon line that accounted for vegetation. This
is a subjective process and needs refinement. For the purposes of accounting for slope, this
process does have advantages over traditional lidar normalization for single scans, but
further removing the subjective element would be ideal. There may be a way to create a
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hybrid approach by classifying ground points before creating raster depth maps and then
removing all pixels within a set radius from a ground point. Further, this approach for
accounting for slope does not account for micro topography and abrupt changes in slope.

5. Conclusions

While no single metric of structure can possibly satisfy all needs for all applications,
we believe our depth and openness measures have significant advantages over many past
measures for quantifying forest structure. In addition to capturing the multi-dimensional
properties of forest structure, these new measures (1) are spatially and temporally scalable
(a few centimeters to tens of meters) in all directions; (2) are precise with low observer bias;
(3) can be rapidly collected in the field; (4) are based on point cloud data that is unlikely to
become obsolete in the foreseeable future; and (5) can be further synthesized in ways to
meet specific research questions and management needs. Next steps include testing the
usefulness of these new measures for quantifying wildlife habitat and periodic (5 to10-yr)
re-measurement of our study plots to test their sensitivity to capture structural change
over time. Additionally, using these metrics as ground truth data to create regional models
needs to be more fully explored. TLS metrics that are derived directly from point clouds
may be better suited as model inputs to estimate forest structure using larger area data sets
such as aerial lidar.
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